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Jun 23, Â· Creating a marketing plan used to be more art than science. We'd scrabble for a bit of information here and
there, crunch some numbers, wet our finger to determine wind direction, and then go.

This point really is the beginning of the decision-making process for brands and content creatives, so getting it
right is critical. Big data is key to understanding your audience. Never before have we been able to access so
much data about such a diverse group of people as has been brought together by the social web. This includes
Facebook, Twitter and all other social outlets where individuals publicly publish their preferences, likes,
dislikes and comments for other people to see. If we go back in history by about a hundred years, the
prevailing method of doing customer or market research was collecting demographics data. This data was
aggregated around particular metrics like age, gender and ethnicity that you could measure on a
location-by-location basis. Then you would make your marketing, branding and publishing decisions based on
location. One of the fascinating things about big data is that it shows you the shapes, trends and topologies of
insight without you having to necessarily ask the question. So when you have really small data, for example a
thousand responses to a survey, you have to design those questions very specifically to get the right insight,
and to be sure that the insight that you are getting is actually statistically relevant. That was the major shift that
happened through the social web, allowing brands, publishers and anyone making a creative decision to
analyse that data prior to the creation process. Science and the creative process When a brand decides to create
or plan a new product or campaign, decisions are normally made based on boardroom personas or ideas about
the target audience. They might have some market research to back that up, based loosely on surveys with a
small number of datapoints or some kind of information from an agency, profiling a group of people and
giving a focus-group approach to understanding what the persona of their target audience should be. Big data
and artificial intelligence AI companies are revolutionising the entire approach by giving marketers access to a
huge number of datapoints about the specific content people interact with. This data reveals what different
groups of people consume in terms of the content they interact with - what they like, what they share and what
they comment on. Consequently, marketers can use these data resources to intelligently and accurately shape
the creative decision-making process, which is when they need it most. Content creation is expensive, so being
able to make data-informed decisions that are based on fact, and use extremely large data sets to guide the
creative process is invaluable. Knowing what type of content your existing and target audiences want to see,
and where they want to see it, ahead of the creation process, is vital to help marketers remain competitive.
How AI platforms do this Content marketing analytics platforms tell brands, publishers and anybody making a
creative or strategic decision what content they should have before they actually have to invest in creating it.
Why is this important? Well, the best return on your marketing investment spend comes from creating content
that actually engages and resonates with your target audience. AI and the more increasingly sophisticated
processing of big data are really key in helping advertisers, publishers and marketers increase the quality of
their communication. Objective data, big data and AI are changing the creative process for marketers. Gut
instinct and poor decision-making are being removed from the equation when big data and objective insights
are added to the mix. AI can be used to understand how individuals interact with content, and break it down
into two different things. First, AI and machine-learning algorithms can be used to understand interactions
between individuals with regards to content serving networks that exist within particular tribes or subcultures
on the social internet. Then we use different AI implementations to understand the actual content that is being
consumed by these individuals. So for instance, we analyse the images using deep neural nets to understand en
masse, across millions of images, what it is in these images that really leads individuals to engage with a
particular set of images more than a different set? We analyse a huge number of news articles, BuzzFeed
articles and anything that has a lot of text. We analyse them to understand which groupings of textual content,
themes, topics, interests and affinities a particular group, tribe or subculture on the internet actually has. Using
a large variety of different algorithms and AI techniques, a variety of insights can be produced. All these
insights are useful for brands, either in a strategic sense in terms of what kind of content pillar to choose
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through to a more tactical application, such as what kind of image to choose for a particular article to generate
the most engagement, or what kind of content format to use. Driving positive results Getting the best ROI out
of your content and creative decisions is something that should begin when you are planning and strategising
around what content you should make. To do that, you need a clear idea of who your target audience is and
what kind of content resonates with them, what kind of content they consume and what their particular content
consumption habits are. It would be more efficient to use that data to understand what people want so that the
content resonates with them and is relevant to them. This will help marketers grab their attention, hold their
attention and allow the brand to become part of that cultural moment for an individual consumer.
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Use these articles and videos to further explore the science of marketing:Smarter marketing strategies focus on the new
science of giving people what they www.nxgvision.com Thorp's TEDxVancouver talk teaches us about making data
more www.nxgvision.com York Times details photographer Rick Smolan's new book in the article, Big data gets its own
photo albumUncover suprising connections across many industries and.

High-Tech Marketing Activity Cycle Analysis "Because the purpose of business is to create a customer, the
business enterprise has two â€” and only two â€” basic functions: Marketing and innovation produce results;
all the rest are costs. Marketing is the distinguishing, unique function of the business. But ask how marketing
supports business strategy, and the answer is much more consistent. Our technology and service provider
clients recognize that the two are inextricably â€” and increasingly tightly â€” linked. The overarching mission
of both is clear and consistent â€” support profitable business growth. The highlighted research represents the
first chapter in a Special Report focused on provider marketing and business strategies. It will introduce you to
a series of branded documents called Marketing Essentials. Future quarterly updates will focus on the new
digital marketer, the future of high-tech marketing, and key market growth opportunities over the next three to
five years. The Science Versus the Art of Marketing "We get a positive return on half our marketing
investment dollars. The only question is, which half? Culture â€” From sales-centric to market-centric
cultures, where marketing is responsible to define, create, grow, develop, maintain, defend and own markets
Function â€” From marketing as an afterthought when product development is done to marketing driving the
development of company strategy, brand, the offering portfolio and the customer experience â€” at
ever-increasing speed People â€” From marketing people viewed as mainly artistic, creative types who know
how to spend a lot of money with somewhat vague measurements of success to marketing as an innovator and
the growth engine for the company So what do we mean by marketing science? At its simplest, marketing
science is the systematized knowledge gained through experience, observation and structured experimentation.
It is the difference between something ad hoc, uncertain and unmeasurable and a structured approach
grounded in experience and facts. The practical knowledge and actionable advice contained in these research
reports is relevant to you if you are in a marketing, strategic planning, product management or sales role in an
established provider, or if you are part of the senior management team in an emerging provider. Marketing
includes chief marketing officers CMOs and their functional staff or external service providers responsible for
branding, corporate communications, product marketing, field marketing, market and competitive intelligence,
digital marketing, marketing operations, sales channel programs, campaigns, and sales support. Research
Highlights "Good companies will meet needs; great companies will create markets. So taking the time to build
the foundation for your work by setting clear priorities and measurable objectives, getting your customer
segmentation and psychographic profiling right, validating your brand story and true differentiation, and
securing sustained investments are among the first steps in building a responsible and agile marketing
machine. The four sections of research contained in this report address business basics, best practices, and
what providers can learn from peers and customers. This information is relevant no matter what technology
markets you cover. This report also includes a sample of the over published research reports that address
specific markets. This report does not include marketing systems and technologies such as campaign
management software or external marketing service providers, which are covered by analysts elsewhere in
Gartner. Nor will you find the word "vendor. Getting the Business Basics Right "Marketing is not the art of
finding clever ways to dispose of what you make. It is the art of creating genuine customer value. But if your
company treats marketing as an afterthought or merely promotion, with no role in market decisions, then you
might as well look for another job anyway, one where you can be the enabler of growth for the business.
Marketing is both a function and a set of processes. It all starts with business strategy and progresses to the
creation, expansion and domination of markets. The research we highlight in this section is meant to be
practical and useful. It is distilled from the experience of Gartner analysts who were CMOs and marketing
managers prior to Gartner and the literally thousands of inquiries we have done with marketers. Five key
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activity categories are described: This Activity Cycle see "Marketing Essentials: Marketing Activity Cycle for
High-Tech and Telecom Providers" is based on a broad definition of marketing, which may extend beyond the
organizational unit that is labeled as marketing in any given provider and may sometimes fall in multiple
organizations. It describes three sets of needs to be addressed: See Figure 1 for an abbreviated version of the
Marketing Activity Cycle. Every provider needs a marketing plan to guide its investments, strategies and
activities. This research, drawn on more than outlines and actual plans with which we have assisted clients
over the years "Marketing Essentials: Marketing Plan Template for IT and Service Providers" , gives you a
template to follow, as well as best practices and pointers to further research to make your plans more
actionable and accurate. Used well, this is a way to gain a seat at the strategy table. Many misconceptions exist
about the role of marketing and its value to the business. Gartner outlines the top 10 most-common marketing
myths and provides advice that will change your thinking on topics such as "going vertical," "enabling sales"
and "social media. It is meant to stimulate discussion and invite debate, for only through the interaction of
smart, experienced, brave and bold marketers can we elevate the importance of this strategic discipline and
secure the investments and talent required to work marketing magic. With a clear view of how all your
marketing activities, from top-level branding to frontline telemarketing, work together, you can coordinate
your investments for better results and show the business the value of marketing. However, integrated
marketing models often prove too complex and difficult to implement for many marketing organizations, and
many marketing functions lack a clear overall view of how their activities fit together. Many of the providers
we talk to are undertaking branding initiatives to stand out in a competitive marketplace. Most will fail, and
will spend time and money rebranding within five years. A few simple principles can help you build lasting
brand value. It introduces the elements of branding, explains what makes B2B branding unique, and shows
why branding decisions must anticipate market changes, if they are to remain timeless as well as timely.
Building a successful brand is the most worthwhile contribution marketing can make to the business. Brand
equity is an asset with real financial value, so branding is worth doing methodically. The planning phase of
your branding initiative is critically important, because it lays the foundation for all future branding activities.
How to Build the Business Case for Branding" gives CMOs a guide for planning, which will result in clear
objectives, an agreed scope of work and the business case to secure executive support. The best growth
strategies are built on a full understanding of all available options. Nine Ways to Grow Your Business"
explores the approaches that you as a B2B provider have for growing your business by changing which
solutions you offer and which markets you sell to. CMOs and others involved in strategy development will get
a broad overview of what your options are and how to evaluate them. Each alternative has ready examples
from the various parts of the high-tech industry, and the lessons from past examples provide guidelines for
evaluating which are the right choices for each situation. The history of the high-tech industry is full of
examples in which companies jumped into new markets only to underestimate some critical factor that
eventually led to their demise. Just because a market is there, and you have the skill set to develop products to
address it, does not mean it is a good fit. It is a good fit only if you can impartially identify all the potential
pitfalls and develop contingency plans to address them. The key question is not "Which markets can we enter
with our technology? How to Use a Market Evaluation Analysis Checklist" provides a straightforward
approach and checklist to analyze the market data necessary to evaluate a new market opportunity. It also
provides a vehicle for you to anticipate market and competitor responses before resources are committed. How
do you survive amid radical changes in how technology is accessed? You face threats â€” but also
opportunities â€” to your established business from the profound changes being brought about by emerging
business models, such as those associated with cloud services. The changes in the way technology is accessed
will affect what users buy, when they buy it, how much of it they buy, from whom they buy it, how they buy it
and for how much. That may even change who your customers will be. Strategic Options for Emerging
Business Models" identifies three different roles you can take, and 11 strategic options. Each option is
appropriate in different circumstances and for different kinds of providers; each has different requirements for
success. How to Drive Growth With Improved Product Sales Training" explains how most commonly used
approaches to product sales training are ineffective at helping salespeople retain the information that they
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need. Most contain three to five steps, with actions under each step to guide you through how to perform a
process or activity. They are not academic â€” they are based on the experience of our analysts who were
responsible for these activities and from inquiries and interviews with providers like you. Brand awareness
campaigns that help the entire sales force open doors can improve performance faster and at less cost than
most other actions you could take. But awareness is about creating impressions that buyers will remember.
How well you develop technology road maps has a direct impact on the success of your product portfolio.
Technology road maps are an effective strategic tool that your product managers should be using for better
communication of your visions for products. Executed properly, technology road maps can do more than
guide your product development and strategic planning efforts â€” they can be used to help you win and retain
significant customers and partners. How to Create Compelling Technology Road Maps," we identify five ways
to make your road maps more compelling and effective. They have outgrown their roots in the business library
and research procurement functions in response to major drivers of change that include data proliferation, the
increased availability of free sources, and speed at which stakeholders expect to receive insight. Similar to the
research above, "Marketing Essentials: How to Create an Effective Competitive Intelligence Function Within
Your Organization" describes a systematic way of gathering, analyzing and disseminating information to
critical stakeholders in the product marketing and product management areas, using external resources, as well
as a network of contacts within the organization. Your website is your primary face to the outside world. But
many websites fail to serve all their users. How to Improve Your Website, Part 1" shows marketing managers
how to create or revamp a site that delivers the right information to users as quickly as possible. It covers the
foundations of choosing a logical structure, enabling different navigation modes, including the right content,
and encouraging access from all kinds of devices. What segmentation criteria lead you to your ideal buyer?
Most B2B providers limit customer segmentation to demographics such as size of company and geography.
But the filtering of prospects through additional categories, such as industry, psychographics and other
variables that influence buying behavior, can help you better understand the urgencies and emotions of your
target buyers. How to Segment B2B Customers" explains how to set up better customer segmentation. How to
Profile Your Marketing Organization Using 10 Simple Questions" is a step, self-assessment survey designed
to help you classify your marketing function and stimulate a discussion on changes in budget, processes and
function. It offers a four-step process for planning, executing and analyzing the research, and determining next
steps, without falling into the "maturity model trap" â€” you know the alignment of marketing with business
needs is more important than any theoretical measure of "maturity. Learn how in "Marketing Essentials: Many
providers fail to fully recognize the benefits of forming and managing a CAB, or the responsibilities that a
CAB entails. The best CAB model is one that is customer-empowered â€” where care and respect for all
members and their issues or priorities are properly balanced and take precedence over internal company
agendas. How to Create and Manage a Customer Advisory Board" describes how to organize and manage a
CAB that can make a real contribution to business effectiveness. Learning From Peers and Customers
"Marketing is becoming a battle based more on information than on sales power. The research we commission
delivers quantitative and qualitative insight that complements and supplements the information you get
elsewhere. Each year we conduct primary research with both providers and buyers. Research on the marketing
budget plans of hardware, software, IT services and telecommunications providers and semiconductor
companies is one of our most popular annual reports. Marketing uses it to compare your own planned
spending with that of like providers see "Marketing Essentials:
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The New Science of Marketing is a three-day program designed to elevate your understanding and management of the
different variables affecting modern marketing practices and to give you tools specific to improving your own
organization's practices.

Maybe this is a mistake, he thinks. But the study of consumer behavior with neuroscience. Contro- already one
of the earnest technicians whose smile seems versial when it first emerged in , the field is gaining rapid just a
little too forced is shaking his hand and spurring him credibility and adoption among advertising and
marketing forward. He ensures him everything will go according to professionals. Each year, over billion
dollars is invested plan. Neuromarketing offers body kills some of my vital cells? In an instant, he goes from
cutting edge methods for directly probing minds without being worried to being terrified. What if the radiation
alters requiring demanding cognitive or conscious participation. Reluctantly, John lies down on the table This
paper discusses the promise of the burgeoning field of and tries to ignore the grinding sound of the pulley
propelling neuromarketing and suggests it has the potential to signifi- him to the center of the tunnel. In a
matter of seconds, the cantly improve the effectiveness of both commercial and machine begins to bombard
his head with subatomic particles. So, who is John? Is he a patient coming for a clinical Keywords
Neuromarketing. Marketing evaluation or a fresh recruit taking part in a neuromarketing research. John is a
consumer, like you. But today, he agreed to be part of a new breed of studies involving the use of the latest
tool available to investigate the workings of your mind: The brain has been long described as the most
complex structure in the universe. Many consider fMRI the best technological innovation ever developed to
conduct clinical and experimental research on the brain. No wonder there has been such tremendous
enthusiasm for neuroimaging technology since its emer- gence in the mids. Can neuromarketing succeed in
devel- our consciousness. These are questions that make some people the question of ethics behind
neuromarketing studies. Morality of neuromarketers was strongly questioned in the paper. Michael Brammer,
the CEO of Neurosense, a company who was mentioned in the article, The Short History of Neuromarketing
eloquently replied to the editor of the journal stating: Scientific rigor and ethical merging of two fields of
study neuroscience and market- considerations are of paramount importance, but these ing. The term
neuromarketing cannot be attributed to a questions are not confined to commercial activities particular
individual as it started appearing somewhat but rather must apply to all our activities as scientists. At the time,
a few U. If our crime is neuromarketing research and consulting services advocat- to investigate its value in
understanding behavior, and ing the use of technology and knowledge coming from the to be paid in the
process, we plead guilty. Basically, neuromarketing is to marketing what neuropsychology is to psychology.
And by , neither neuromarketing promotes the value of looking at consumer the critical article from Nature
Neuroscience nor the efforts behavior from a brain perspective. Baylor College of Medicine in and published
in For too long, both marketers and advertisers have relied Neuron in The study asked a group of people to
drink on ancient ways to create and assess effective advertising either Pepsi or Coca Cola while their brains
were scanned campaigns. Millions of dollars are poured each year into in an fMRI machine. While the
conclusions of the study developing products that will never see the light of day. Nevertheless, the
successfully impact our memory banks. Ignoring neuro- study did reveal that different parts of the brain light
up if imaging as a way to understand consumer behavior would people are aware or not aware of the brand
they consume. The frontal lobe is considered the seat of our through which we can observe and understand the
mind of executive function EF which manages our attention, a consumer. In this latter event, the part of the
brain paigns. For the most part, however, conventional techni- which is most active is not the EF but an older
structure ques have failed miserably. Since emotions are strong nestled in the limbic system. This brain area is
responsible mediators of how consumers process messages, under- for our emotional and instinctual behavior.
The Coke and standing and modeling cognitive responses to selling Pepsi study may have not been enough to
convince many messages has always been a methodological challenge. That is why they constitute the bulk of
studies focus group. Unfortunately, these methods have consider- that have been published in the last five
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years. Each method able limitations. First, they assume that people are actually has its pros and cons. Second,
numer- considered a good way to measure brain activity. The cells ous factors motivate research participants
to distort the responsible for the biological basis of our cognitive reporting of their feelings, including
incentives, time responses are called neurons. We have over billion constraints, or peer pressure. In the
presence of a imaging techniques has offered exciting methodological particular stimulus like a piece of
advertising, neurons fire alternatives. Such techniques finally allow marketers to and produce a tiny electrical
current that can be amplified. They do so by states of arousal. When EEG is used for a marketing removing
the biggest issue facing conventional advertising research experiment, electrodes are placed on the scalp of a
research, which is to trust that people have both the will and test subject, typically by using a helmet or a band.
Some of the new EEG bands can record up to 10, times While the field of neuroscience has grown
dramatically per second. This is valuable considering the speed at which in the last decade, it has not yet fully
penetrated the dark we acquire information through our senses and the speed of and reclusive hallways of
advertising research academia. The limitation of EEG however is that it does Why? First, very few marketing
researchers have formal not have good spatial resolution which means it cannot training in cognitive
neuroscience. Second and more precisely locate where the neurons are firing in the brain, importantly,
marketing researchers have long feared the especially in deeper, older structures. This is simply public outcry
against potential ethical and privacy issues because the electrodes on the scalp cannot pick up electrical
introduced by the use of neuroimaging technology for signals that reside much beyond the cortex. Lastly,
since it commercial purposes. However, the situation is changing quickly. Meanwhile, far as Davidson was
one of the first cognitive advertising agencies are beginning to clearly understand the scientists to propose a
framework for linking affect and importance of predicting the effectiveness of campaigns by electrical patterns
in the brain. Generally, the measure of pressure on executives to predict and measure the return on alpha-band
waves 8â€”13 Hz in the left frontal lobe the massive dollars they invest in advertising campaigns of indicates
positive emotions. It is further speculated that all forms. Taking all these factors into account demonstrates
such activity is a good predictor of how motivated we are that the need for innovative advertising research
using the to act. On the other hand, electrical activity in the right latest discoveries on the brain is both strong
and timely. Such emotions generally prepare us to withdraw from an experience. Measuring Brain Response to
Advertising Messages Though the relative low cost of using EEG has made the technology very popular
among neuromarketing agencies There are many ways to measure physiological responses to in the last 5
years, it is widely considered by cognitive advertising but there are only three well established non- scientists
as weak if not dubious for the purpose of invasive methods for measuring and mapping brain understanding
and predicting the effects of advertising. All three imaging techniques are non-invasive insufficient to help us
understand the cognitive process and therefore can be used safely for marketing research responsible for
triggering activity in the entire brain. Soc Considered a cousin to EEG, MEG emerged in the mid- major
advantage of being able to image deep brain sixties and has gained considerable attention in the last structures,
especially those involved in emotional decade because of the tremendous improvements made in responses.
As we more widely available than MEG equipment. All these discussed earlier, brain activity is a function of
electro- factors combined explain why fMRI is the most frequently chemical signals between neurons.
Neuronal activity used brain imaging techniques in the world today and in creates a magnetic field that can be
amplified and mapped most likelihood will become the preferred option for by MEG. MEG has excellent
temporal resolution, but more neuromarketing scientists for years to come. While the technology is very
expensive and has limitations, a few valuable studies have If neuroscience is considered to be in its infancy,
neuro- demonstrated that specific frequency bands correlate to marketing is clearly at an embryonic stage.
Marketers are controllable cognitive tasks such as recognizing objects, just awakening to the possibilities
offered by unveiling the accessing verbal working memory, and recalling specific brain circuits involved in
seeking, choosing, and buying a events. This in fact suggests that the best way to use MEG product. Back in , I
co-authored the first cognitive events, it is not ideal to conduct marketing book on neuromarketing outlining
such principles without research studies investigating both higher cognitive func- having the benefit of
validating many of my assumptions. Most research- Since then however, I have collected tremendous
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scientific ers working with MEG combine both MEG and fMRI in and empirical evidence to support the basis
of a sound order to optimize both temporal and spatial resolution neuromarketing model. It looks like this:
Most of the functions we need to on using an MRI scanner to image the change of blood flow go through a
day are managed by the brain below our level in the brain. When neurons fire, they need to use energy of
consciousness. The key element for a marketing researcher mode, a critical aspect of brain functioning which
continues to understand is the contrast of the BOLD signal measured to puzzle neuroscientists. Worse, we do
not control the bulk Dependant. Because nothing matters blood flow than they do at rest time. This change
creates more than survival, we are in fact largely controlled by the distortions in the magnetic field emitted by
hydrogen most ancient part of our brain known as the R-complex or protons in the water molecules of our
blood. The basis of the reptilian brain. It is the part of the brain generated by our neurons. While the spatial
resolution of that makes us extremely selfish and drives our strong fMRI is 10 times better than EEG by
providing researchers preference for mental shortcuts over long deliberations. The the ability to image the
activity of a voxel Volume-Pixel , a most powerful aspect of the reptilian brain is the fact that it cube of
neurons 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm in size , the is able to process visual stimuli without the use of the visual
temporal resolution of the technology is considered rather cortex. This is why we prefer images over words
and slow. Indeed, there is a delay between the times a neurons experiences over explanations. What Damasio
and many others have demon- ability to convince people not to smoke or not text and strated is that while we
appreciate and even worship our drive. It is a reptilian cognitive abilities, the brain has been dependent on
brain thing! And it will continue to do so for a long time since biological adaptation to a fast changing
environment is too slow. What does this Further Reading mean from a neuromarketing perspective? It means
that there are specific principles that should apply to advertising Ariely, D. The hope and hype of messages in
order to optimize the processing of information neuroimaging in business. Nature reviews Neuroscience
March. This volume of data is and its potential application to marketing practice.
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Enterprise Marketing Management is the manifesto for the NewScience of Marketing. It gives marketing managers of
any companythe tools and know-how to create nothing less than a marketingrevolution. The revolution is marketing that
works, marketing thatsells.

In the past, marketing was all about advertising across outbound channels â€” radio, TV, print, and the like.
Fair dinkum marketing meant having iconic content to push to those channels â€” creative that became part of
our culture: We knew we were heard. The burgers are better at Hungry Jacks. I can feel a XXXX coming on.
Some campaigns and slogans became part of everyday life. The problem was we had little capability to
directly measure the results. Did the ad make you want to buy the product or did you spend the day humming
the music without remembering the product? Marketing was an art of persuasion and guesswork. The
emergence of digital channels has changed marketing into a quantitative science. Marketing in the digital
world is now more: Through websites, apps and social media, shoppers have more ways to not just receive our
messages but to respond. With real-time data capture and the ability to integrate diverse data streams, online
and offline, marketers can finally have the coveted degree view. Every time customers visit your website, you
can offer a personalised and relevant experience. And soon we will be able to replicate that in-store, as well.
Digital channels make it easy â€” imperative, actually â€” to apply experimental science to continuously test,
tweak and repeat to find the sweet spot where your tactics yield the best results for each market segment. The
periodic table of commerce marketing elements We know from case studies that a highly personal,
omnichannel approach can double or triple revenue. But where do you focus your resources? There are
millions of possible combinations of tactics, offers, messages, timing and segments. How do you put order to
this infinite web of options? Why not apply the same principles to consumer behaviour and relationships
among marketing tactics? The periodic table is a useful construct to organise the growing complexity of the
omnichannel marketing environment. Each element has a purpose and specific attributes, and each has a
relationship to other elements in the table. This commerce marketing periodic table of elements can be
conceptualised in four categories: The objective here is to add prospects and customers to your marketing
database. Elements could include pop-up sign-ups, Facebook likes and e-receipts. Use shopper data to improve
the timing and relevance of interactions with them. Sample elements include welcome emails, post-purchase
emails and anniversary reminders. Turn a visitor into a buyer and a buyer into a relationship. Elements could
include shopping cart recovery emails, back-in-stock emails, location-based messages and better transactional
messages. Continually improve the experience by testing with different segments, creative or other variables
in a disciplined, iterative approach. Click image to enlarge. The optimal formula will be unique for each brand
and for audiences and scenarios within the brand. Marketing is meant to be creative, engaging, and
inspirational. Shannon Ingrey is general manager of Bronto Software Australia.
Chapter 5 : Unlimited Power: The New Science of Personal Achievement - Network Marketing Team
The new science of content marketing The role of big data and artificial intelligence in marketing and advertising
Increasingly, big data is the lifeblood of decisions around targeting and media buying in the advertising and marketing
world.

Chapter 6 : Enterprise Marketing Management: The New Science of Marketing
IBM'er Deepak Advani shares an intriguing take on how big data is changing the face of marketing. Learn more and
explore how it might impact your company tod.

Chapter 7 : Rewire To Refire: The New Science of Peak Performance - Thoughts On Internet Marketing
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Download enterprise marketing management the new science of marketing (PDF, ePub, Mobi) Books enterprise
marketing management the new science of marketing (PDF, ePub, Mobi) Page 1.

Chapter 8 : The new science of marketing | TED-Ed
At the Microsoft-sponsored Summit, The Science of Marketing: Using Data and Analytics for Winning, major brand
executives from Constant Contact, www.nxgvision.com, Mullen, Panera, and Microsoft (it was one impressive bunch!)
among many others advised the audience how to harness the power of data to optimize the ROI of marketing programs.

Chapter 9 : The Science of Marketing
It's the holy grail of digital marketing: the viral ad, a pitch that large numbers of viewers decide to share with family and
friends. Several techniques derived from new technology can help.
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